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CHEMICAL REACTION
Reaction

of Silicon

and

AT HIGH TEMPERATURE AND HIGH PRESSURE III
Phosphorus

Bv~Jlao OsOC[, Rvoscse

at High Temperature

Naar[a~twa

a~n Yosx[vcx[

and

High Pressure

Tamara

Several kinds of new high pressure phases in the silicon-phosphorus system
have been prepared by direct union of cr}•stalline silicon and red phosphorus under
the conditions of temperatures of 1100-1800`C and pressures of IS-SOkb. The high
pressure equipments are the piston-cylinder of Rridgman t}•pe and the compact
cubic anvil. The main reaction process. in this system under high pressures has been
presumed by means of X-ray diNrac[ion. The effects of temperature, pressure, reactim time and the composition of the reactants on the main reaction process have
been investigated.
Among the new high pressure phases, a cubic pyrite tyye silicon dipfiosphide
SiP2 with a lattice constant of 5,682 A and a cubic sphalerite (zinc-blende) type
silicon monopfiosphide SiP with a lattice constant of 5.241 A are included. SiPy is
prepared at tl00-I500`C under 20-40 kb. SiP may be formed through the following
reaction only above about l700'C under pressure of 40->Okb; SiPr~SiP+P.
I[ is one of the characteristics of the silimn-phospfiorus s}•stem that the reaction is
influenced rather sensitively not only by temperature and pressure but also 6y the
composition of reactants and tfie reaction time.

Introduction

In general,the reactions of group IV B elements (C, Si, Ce. So) with group V B elements (P, As)
hardly proceedunderan atmosphericpressure. Althoughthe existenceof SiP. Si.As,GeAs,SnP-Si~1s2
and
GeAsahas been known since about 1940,their crystal structure and physical and chemicalproperties
have not so far been im•estigatedsufficiently.
K. Schuber[et al. (1954)[},J. H. Bryden (1902)2}and T. \Vadsten (1961)31have only recently reported that SiAs and GeAs are monoclinicand SiAs, and GeAsrorthorhombic.
In the silicon-phosphorussystem. R'. Biltz (1938)+1
preparedSiP by reactingsilicon and phosphorus
in a sealedsilica tube above 1000`Cin the presenceof catalyst TL P. F. Schmidtand R. Stickler(1964)x)
also suggestedthe presenceof SiP phase in the surfacelayer of 6eavIlyphosphorusdiffusedsiliconand reported that its crystal structure is orthorhombic.HosceverSiPr, which is lil.-elyto exist consideringthe
correspondingphases of SiAsZand GeAsz,has not so far been confirmed.

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

(Receizrd August 8, 1966)
&. Schubert. E. DBrre and E. GJnzel. ,\'a(ur,:~irsercschaJten,al, 448 (1954)
J. H. Bnden, .4cra CrysL, t5, 167 (1962)
T. R'adsten, Acta Chem. Scand., 19, 12J2 (1965)
W. Billz, "Gmelins Handbuch der anorganischen chemie," 8 auftage. Verlag Chemie, GMBA. (1959)
P. F. Schmidt and R. Stickler, J. Eler(roclvm. Soc., 111, 1188 (1964)
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Now, the crystal structures

of these anomalously

composed phases6171, whose compositions

from those expected from the normal valence rule, are much complicated
since they have some anion-anion
valence compounds

or cation-ration

hate only cation-anion

high pressures since high pressure

and very low in symmetry,

bonds besides ration-anion

bonds. It is therefore expelled

sure effects will come out when these reaction systems are undertaken
makes higher the coordination

bonds, whereas normal

that some considerable

a[ high temperatures

number

differ

pres-

under very

in the crystal and the crystal

symmetry.
In the present work the reaction of vys[aBine silicon with red phosphorus at temperatures of 1100
•-1800°C under pressures of I5~-i0kb hate been undertaken and several high pressure phases with distinctive

X-ray

sphalerite

diffraction

diagrams

type SiP are included.

Tablet

Si ~s
GeAs
SnP

Among

The effects of temperature,

of silicon

crystal

a-6.9D, b=9.40, c=7.68A
a-15.98, b-3.668, c-9.529A, 8-106'
a-22.08, b=3.i7, c=9.43A, !?=43.9i'
a=6.78,
c=5.96.1

B

structure

references

orthorhombic

(~)

monotlinic

(3)
fl)
(6)
(2)
(2)

monoclinic
hexagonal
orthorhombic

a-14.76. b=10.16. c~3.726A

and phosphorus

in the sample

on

the main

orthorhombic

reaction

type SiPa and

pressure, reaction time and [be atomic ratio

SiAsr
GeAs°

these phases pyrite

Crystallographic data for known group IV B (C, Si, Ge, Sn)-V
(P, As) phases under an atmospheric pressure
lattice parameters

phases

SiP

hate been obtained.

have been investigated

qualitatively

by

di ffraction.

X-ray

Experimentals
Eztra pure grade crystalline
various atomic ratios in a mortar.

silicon and red phosphorus

The high pressure apparatuses

and compact cubic anviho> were used. The pyrophyllite
rangement

and procedure

of Bridgman

cubic cell geometry,

have been described previouslyttl.

this work was the addition of a pyrophyllite
bo¢ heater.

were obtained commercially

type piston-cylinder9l

resista¢ce

The only modification

strip-heater

ar-

of the cell made in

insulating sleeve between the specimen and [he glassy car-

After the reaction the sample was powdered in an agate mortar and analysed by X-ray

iraction.
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
IQ

and mixed in

F. Hulliger and E. Jlooser, l.Phyr. Chem. Seffds, 24, 263 (1963)
N'. B. Pwrson. Acta Cryst., 17, 1 (1964)
G. Ratz, J. A. Kohn and J. D. Brode4 Acla Crysl., 10, 607 (1937)
J. osngi, R. Shimizu and Y. Tanaka. Prow Japan Acad., 40, 105 (1964)
]. Osugi, R. Shimizu, R. moue and K. Yasunami, This lwvnol, 34, 1 (1964)
J. Osugi, R. Shimizu and Y. Tanaka, P~oc. Japan Acad., 42, 46 (1966)
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Experimental Results
Five kinds o[ crystalline phases mere obtained as reaction products in the Si-P system. Their exact
stoichiometric compositions could not be determined by chemical methods at [his stage because of their
mutual coexistence in the specimen and of the strangeness of their chemical natures.
Thus the symbols SiP (I), SiP (II), SiP (III), SiP (IV) and SiP (V) have been adopted throughout
this paper as an abbreviation for these phases.

Crystal Structures
X-ray diagrams taken after releasing the pressure showed that five kinds of nely crystalline phases
were prepared in the Si-P system. The data are summarized in Table 2, Structures for these phases
were determined by analysing the data in this Table, as will he discussed below. The interpretation of
these results, however, has not yel been completed.
Table 2 Data of X-ray diffraction diagrams for five kinds of crystalline pha<_es
a) SiP m
b) SiP (II)

d(A) I 1/la

kkl

d(A) I 1/Io

kk1

6.81
6.81

1.840
2.547
2.321
2.Oli
1.711
1.644

2 00
2 CO
211
220
3 11
222

]oo
100

ooz
00

3.401
3.401

45
45

004
004

2.270
z.z7a

55

oos
006

1.i
03
1.103

s5

008
008

2

c) SiP (111)

d(A)
3.02:
1.633
1.581
1.310
1.201

1/1o I kkI
100
90
70
S
10

l 1I
120
31 l
400
331

e) SiP (V)

d(4)
4.2i
423
3.336
3.336

a)

I/lo- ~- kkl
30
30
1~
100

1.83fi
1.816

IS
li

1.180
1.180

35
35

1.139
1539

10
10

Sip (I):

1.522
L243
d) SiP (IV)
d(A)

100
80
ii
li
63
30

35
13
I/l

342121

o

~kkl

2.iI7
2.319

Ii
20

003
220

2.179

30

300

1.996
1.962
1.932
1.894
1.733
1.410
1.294

100
fi0
l0
5
5
IO
IO

203
222
213
OOi
I 14
304
501

An inspection of the X-ray diagramsfor this phase showed that only the reflections from

(00!) faces with the lattice constant 13.620 A were observed. This seems to be due to three causes as

1
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follows: (1) As Si and P are practicallyneighboursin the periodicsystem, their atomicscatteringfactors
fss and fr have nearly the same values in the experimentalrange (sin BJ.i=0.113~0.834A-~). Therefore
every facethat is relatedto the differenceinJsr andJP probably couldnot be detected. (2) The eatincflon
rule of spacegroup to which the SiP (I) structure belongs. (3) Texture eSects. These are especially remarkable in the layer structure, which SiP (I) phaseseems to have.
The reflectionsfor SiP (I) given in 'Cable2 (a) are those taken immediatelyafter the experiments.
After leaving the sample in powder for 2~3 weeks.however,no reflectionscorresponding[o this phase
were observed. This compoundis a sublimateand has very stimulative disagreeablesmell. It is detected
in the gaseousstate by gas chromatograph}~.The rotor is reddish brown in powder. Consideringthe results discussedabove, i[ is reasonableto posturate that this phasehas a layer structure in which the van
der ~i'aals forcespredominate. This phase is preparedunder conditionsof 1i---10kb and I100~-1400-C.
The stoichiometriccompositionand the exact structure have not yet beendetermined. This phase,however, is not in agreement with SiP reported by Schmidte! ols1.
b) SiP (II) : This phase has a cubic structure with a=i.682A. The X-ra}•intensities and the extinction of faces(Table2 b) can be explainedwhen the positions for silicon and phosphorusare assigned as
follows

Si:000,2 z 0,2 02, 01 2
P

1 1
-I I
I
: ~(x x x, zt 1 Z -x x, x xt 2 2 -x, 2 -z

~~

•

Si

O

P

Fig. 1

Crystal

1
x z+ 2 ), x=0.38

structure
of pyrite
a=1.682 A

type SiPz

~(

The

structure

based

on this atomic

configuration

is sham

in Fig, 1, which is a pyrite

type structure

and its space group is Poi-Tn~ Thereforethe chemicalformulaof SiP (II) is SiPz*.In the pyrite
type

structure

P-P,

is sited

vided.
Si-P

Each
bond

»

silicon

and phosphorus

in the direction
Si atom

of the

is surrounded

has some cot•alent

nature.

See the "Considerations"

atoms
diagonal

lie on a \aCl-like
in the eight

by six P atoms
In this structure

array

cubelets

and each P atom
[be lack

of elements.
into

which

by three

of spherical

A couple
the

unit

of P atoms.

cell can be di-

Si and one P atoms.

symmetr}•

of P-P

makes

The
the
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crystal symmetry lower to some extent. The extinction of faces (111), (400). (331) and (420) is due to
the contribution of the structural factors correspondingnearly to f,{ Ir, and thatbf face (410) to the
smallnessof the structural factor F(430)=-8fv sin Snx • sin 2rz. All others obey the extinction tale
of the space group for Chisphase. The interatomicdistances for Si-Si, Si-P, and P-P are equal to 4.Olg,
2.364 arrd 3.202:1,respectively. The calculated density based on these lattice parametersis 3.26g/cm3.
This may be an intermediate phase beriveenSiP (I) and SiP (III). It has an alloy-likeappearance
and is black in ponder.
e) StP (III): This phase has a cubic structure with a=5.241 A. The positions for Si and P are assigned as follow*s

Si:000,1 2 0,~ 0Z,02 2
P

' i

1 1 1 3 3 1 3 1 3 1 3 3
4 4' 4 4 4 4 4 4' 4 4 4

Table 2 (c) shows that al] reflections corresponding to the indices htk+i=4n+2

besides chose to

the indices with mixed integers disappear. This is an extinction rule characteristic to diamond structure.
Accordingly SiP (III) might be a single component phase of Si or P n•ith diamond structure. But there
exist no high pressure modifications of Si and P with this structure having a given lattice constant
throughout the experimental conditions. Therefore this phase is sphalerite type structure with space
group F43m-Taz, .vhich has four Cormula units, SiP, in unit cell as shown in Fig. 2.

0

F
Fig. 2
Si

F-•

Crystal

structure

¢=5.241

of sphalerite

type SiP

A

t

Sinceall of the structural factors F(hk!)of the faces with h+k+1=4n+2 are equal to 4fJsc-Ir).
the structure for this phase fs in agreement with the reflections and intensities of its X-ray diagram
(Table 1 (c)). The interatomic distances for Si-Si and P-P have the same values 3.705~ and that for
Si-P 2.269.A.The calculateddensity is 2.73g/cm3.This phase is prepared under the conditions above
40kb and 1700--1800°C.
d) SiP (IV) and SiP (V) : SiP (IL') phase has a tetragonalstructure with a=6.536:1. a Jc=0.S6. Since
this phasemay be a product of the decompositionSiP2--.SiP+E.SiP (IV) has a possibility of beinga new
kind of high pressure modificationof phosphorus,whichLas not so far beenreported. The stoichiometric
compositionand the crystal structure for this phase have not been yet determined. since phosphorus
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formed by the above decomposition also may react with other products coexisting.
SiP (V) phase is most stable among the phases in Si-P system. The number of the
is, however, scarce, =_oeven the indexing is not possible at this stage.

reftectien

lines

Main reaction process and effects of Temperature, pressure, reaction time and the composition
of reactants
The quantitative descriptionof the reaction processin the Si-P system is impossiblebecauseof difficultiesof the isolation of high pressure phases since they are very changeablein chemicaltreatmenu
with such reagents as aq. I;aOH, aq. HF and aq. H\'03. Therefore [he reaction has been investigated
qualitatively by X-ray difrraction. In Figs.3 and 4 are shown the dependencesof the relative intensity
of the reflections,such as, SiP (I) (002), SiPZ(200),SiP (111),SiP (IV) (203) and SiP (V) d=3.336 A,
on the reactiontime under two typical experimentalconditions.

Fig. 3
~~

T

~fli

Ikpendences
relative
reaction

of the Y-rap

intensities
on the
time under
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condition of 1400'C and ZO
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C

J

1 sample

C
0

\e
o-o~~

r~~~

e
0
0
0
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1

a

5
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~~
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/ ~~ssnm
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•` .
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o~
o_
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Main reaction process : In comparisonwith the reaction systems in which normal valence compounds
are formed,the reaction of silicon and phosphorus is more sensitively influenced by not only temperature and pressure but also the reaction time and the compositionoCreactants.
When the experimental conditionsare changedfrom the ]ow temperature and pressure to [he high
in [he case of Si : P=1 ; 1atomic ratio sample,the main reaction processcould be presumedas follows
SiP(I)~SiPa,
Si+P-YSiPa,
SiPa~SiP,

(2 )
(3 )
(4 )

Besidesthese reactionsSiP (iV) phase are formed probably through reaction (4) or other reactions.
This phase would not be a stable final product SiP (V), which may be formed through the reaction
Site--.SiP (V), is always found throughout [he experimentalconditions and rather stable, independent
of other reactions and products.
Effect of temperature : Reactions (11, (2) and (3) begin to proceed at about 1100`Cand are aceelerated considerablyby rising temperature up to about 1500°C.On the other hand reaction (4) proceeds
only above 1700°Cunder 40-SOkb.
Effect of pressure : It is very important to investigate the reaction in detail in the lowerpressure
range below IOkb in order to learn how the reaction processchangeswith the changeof experimental
conditions from an atmosphericpressure to high pressure. However, in the lowerpressure range below
15kb. the experiment was not undertaken since phosphorus,which may be the yellow phosphorusand
very fluidat the required temperature, could not 6e contained in the reaction vessel.
Under ISkb, reaction (1) finishes within 1-r hours and is followed very slowly by reaction (2).
Reaction (2) is acceleratedgradually by pressure. Under 25-40kb, SiPa is formed within 1-2 hours at
t 300-1i0D°Cthroughreactions(i) and (2) and/or (3). Above40kb. SiP is formedonly at higher temperature above 1700`Cthrough reaction (4) probably.
EReet of reaction time : While reaction (Q and (3) almost finish within 3 hours, reactions(2) and (4)
proceedvery slowly under same conditionsas tho~.of (1) and (3) respectivelyand wouldnot finish within the definite reaction time.
Effect of composition of reactants: In the presenceof excesssilicon in such cases as Si • P=2 : t,
reaction (1) proceedsmainly within 3-4 hours at f 100-1500°Ceven under 25-40kb in which conditions
reactions(2) and (3) proceed mainly instead of reaction(1) in Si : P=l
1 sample.
In the presenceof excessphosphorusin such cases as Si : P=1 : 2, however,SiPa is formedrather
quickly even underthe lowpressure rangeof IS-20kb. I[ is one of the characteristirsof the Si-P system
under high temperatures and high pressures that a minute change of the compositionof the reactants
brings same interestingchangesin [he reaction process.

Considerations
SiP (I) phase n-ouldbe anon-metallic molecularcrystal because it is a brown coloredsublimateand
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rather soft in a lump. Similar substanceshave been reported for non-metallicphases formed between
~a,n li
ghter group V B and VI B elements such as P~Ss,PrSr. and Y~Ser.
The color of the powderedsampleschangesgraduallyfrom brown to dark brown with the formation
of SiPr through reaction (2). SiPr and SiP hate rather metallic appearances,such as granular tin or zinc.
Consideringthat the values o(fss and Jr are nearlyequal. SiP (II) phase might he SiPror Sire. Hoa~eaer. in Si : P=1 : 1 sample,X-ray diffractiondiagrams with rather strong reflectionsof excesssilicon
always coexist with those of SiP (II), whereasexcessphosphorus, which should he crystalline black
phosphorusin the experimentalconditions,is not found. ConsequentlySiP (II) may be likely SiPr.
Pyrite type SiP, phase is rather dense so [hat it is reasooahlethat the reaction SiP (I}~SiPr is acceleratedconsiderablyby pressure. On the other hand,the reactionSiPr-.SIP depend; upon many factors
such as pressure,temperatureand reaction time.
The calculateddensitiesfor SiPr and SiP are 3.26 and 2.73g/cma,respectively. The changesof the
molecularvolumefor the reactions,dV, are given as follows:
Si+2P~SiPr.
dV=-i.lcros/mole
SiP, -~SiP+P,
J['=+3.6cros/mole

SiPr+
ZSi-iSiP,Jl'=+2.Ocma/mole
where Si is crystalline and its density is 2.4g/cma and P the black phosphorusof whichdensity is
1.69g/cma.
Pressure, therefore, would retard the formation of SiP hecause of the positive volume change in
secondand third reactions(and its smaller density.)On the other hand, the cq•stal structure has a higher
symmetry in the sphalerite type SiP than in the pyrite type SiPr so that pressure would acceleratethe
formationof.SiP in this view-point.The interatomit distanceSi-P are 2.364 A in SiPr and 1.269r1 in SiP
respectively. The latter is in better agreement with the value 2.245A calculated with univalent radii
corrected by elec[ronegativit}•.Therefore SiP has a higher stahility at high temperature under high
pressure. In any case very high temperature is required for the rearrangementof crystal structure. The
thermodynamiralinformationsof these phases will enable the quantitative discussions.
I[ was alsoconfirmedthat in the reactionsof phosphoruswith germaniumor tin, whichare elements
in the same group IV B of silicon,sphalerite type GeP (a=5.453 A) and SnP (a=5.544l~) are prepared
at 1700-1900`Cunder 40-SOkb. These high pressure phases also have not so far been prepared. The
detailed reports on Ge-P and So-P systems will be publishedin the near future.
The sphalerite type structure is usually found in the binary normal valence compoundswhen the
average number of valenceelectronper atom is 4 in suchca<_es
as I-VII, II-V I. and III-V intermetallic
compounds.Besidesthese compounds,recently,H. T. Hall and L. A. Comptonr'1reported that an unsymmetricalanalog of graphite, BZO,was synthesized by the reductionof B3Orwith B and Li and also by
oxidationof B with hClOr at temperaturesof 1100-1800°Cunderpressuresof 50-75 kb and transformed
12) V.5. Houtenand E. H. Wiebenga,AcfaCryst.,10. 155(1957)
l3) E. Eeulenand A. Vos,Ada CrysL,12,323(1959)
14) H. T. Hall and L, A.Compton,Inorg.Chcm,4, 1213(1955)
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The existence of other unsymmetrical

1

43
analogs of carbon and

silicon was also predicted t6~
In the sphalerite

structure

bonding in these structures

the tetrahedral

covalent bonding is predominant

though the chemical

should be described as arising from the resonance behveen one or more ionic

and covalent valence structures

when the differencein

electronegaticities

OX between combining

atoms

is large.
Now, in the sphalerite

type SiP obtained under high pressure. the sum of the valence electron is 9

so that one valence should remain unsaturated.
formation

would possibly

The excess electron not utilized

remain very loosely near the P' as an oscillating

in sp' hybrid orbital

electron

instead o[ a com-

plete free electron in the pure metals. Usually the tetrahedral covalent hooding is intimately concerned
with semiconducting properties as shown in I-VII, II-VI. III-V and other intermetallic compounds.
however, the sphalerite

type SiP would be an intermediate

between the extremely

covalent semiconductor

and the purely metallic alloy since this phase has also unshaved valence electron at the same time.
In view of other similar series of chemically
or InP. InAs, InSb and InBi, the metallic

analogous compounds

properties

such as, BP. AIP, GaP and InP

will likely increase in the order of SiP, GeP and

SnP.
As mentioned

above the crystal structures of anomalously

composed phazes are more complicated

than those of ionic or covalent crystals and rather changeable in chemical treatments
and the sufficient investigation

of physical

properties

In spite of many difficulties it is very interesting
not only the reactions are accelerated
pared in the comparatively
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